
In the style of… 
Pablo Picasso 

DRAWING: 
Use face parts taken from 
magazines, junk mail or 

newspapers to create a silly 
looking face. 

Create two and write some 
speech bubbles to show what 
they could be saying to each 

other. 
Maybe your favourite teachers 

are having a funny chat! 



In the style of… 
Salvador Dali

PRINTING AND DIGITAL 
MEDIA: 

Dali technique 1: 

Using a phone or camera, take lots of photos around 
your home. Look for weird shapes and patterns. 

Either print them small or draw them yourself, then 
see if your can make a collage using the different 

pictures. Maybe draw an unusual item with one of 
your normal home items (like the lobster phone!)



In the style of… 
Salvador Dali

SCULPTURE: 

Dali technique 2: 

Maybe you’ve had a dream with unusual 
settings and animals in. Create a collage of it 
using scrap paper, magazine cuttings, scrap 

material, drawing etc. 

Decide on a title before sharing with us. 



In the style of… 
Salvador Dali

SCULPTURE: 

Dali technique 3: 

Got spaghetti and marshmallows? Make your 
own long legged elephant with a marshmallow 

body and spaghetti legs! 



In the style of… 
Michelangelo

DRAWING:
Get some paper and tape. 

Stick the paper to the underside of the table.

Get on your back under the table.

Have a go at drawing people sitting, standing, moving 
– just like Michelangelo did in the Sistine Chapel.



In the style of… 
Jackson Pollock

DRAWING:
Pollock technique 1: 

Got a cardboard box? Open it up outside with the grass or 
newspaper underneath. 

Get a paintbrush and dip into paint.

Splash and flick it onto your cardboard canvas.



In the style of… 
Jackson Pollock

DRAWING:
Pollock technique 2: 

Scribble Art: 
Get paper and crayon.

Hold the crayon over the paper. 
Close your eyes and take the pencil for 

a walk around the page.
Open your eyes and see. 

Make it colourful.



In the style of… 
Vincent ball

Drawing: 

With all this sun outside now it’s spring, grab a 
few objects and explore how shadows form next 

to them. 

Can you turn them into any funny cartoon style 
drawings? 



In the style of… 
Suzanne Saroff

Get a variety of glasses and fill 
with water. Put objects 

behind. 

Photography: 
Take photos 

Drawing: 
Sketch what you see



In the style of… 
Andy Goldsworthy

SCULPTURE: 
Without using any drawing implements, create an image with just 

blades of grass. 

Putting blades of grass close together and layering them will give 
darker tones than if you distribute them sparsely.

Think about the different directions the blades can be arranged in.

Could blades of grass be used tonally to hatch and cross hatch?

Do you need to change the length of certain blades of grass?

Try with sticks, stones, soil perhaps too.

Take a photo of your finished piece.



DRAWING: 
Draw lots of different 

styles of lines on an A5 
piece of paper to create a 
landscape picture   Colour 

it.



SCULPTURE:
Got an odd sock?

Some odd buttons and card?

Create a sock puppet or two and perform a play 
with them.

Maybe recreate your favourite teachers having a 
chat! 



SCULPTURE:
Using different coloured strips of paper, from 

magazines or newspapers or own paper,   create a 
weaving pattern.



PRINTING:
Using potatoes, sponges, corks, other 

items you can carve into, cut out some 
shapes and have a go at printing. 

Be creative in what you use as paint if 
your don’t have any – perhaps food 

colouring and water, beetroot juice with 
body lotion, spices and water, even 

diluted coffee. 
**ASK AN ADULT FOR HELP CARVING**



PRINTING:
When out on a walk, collect a 

variety of leaves. 
Glue them onto cardboard and 

press them down flat. 
When dried on, paint the leaves 

and press onto paper. 
You could even just paint the leaf!
Pull off to reveal a print showing 

all the veins of the leaves.



Creative Photography 
Font Challenge… 

Can you take close up 
photos that look like 

letters to create words?

Who can spell out 
WESTGATE?



Envelope Art
Whilst you can’t visit, you can 

always write to your loved ones 
and friends. 

Turn something that would 
have gone into the bin into a 

work of art: the envelope!


